Increased therapeutic efficacy of a newly synthesized tyrosinase inhibitor by solid lipid nanoparticles in the topical treatment of hyperpigmentation
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Abstract: Hyperpigmentation caused by melanin overproduction is a major skin disorder in humans. Inhibition of tyrosinase, a key regulator of melanin production, has been used as an effective strategy to treat hyperpigmentation. In this study, we investigated the use of solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) as a highly effective and nontoxic means to deliver a newly synthesized potent tyrosinase inhibitor, MHY498, and to target melanocytes through the skin. MHY498-loaded SLNs (MHY-SLNs) were prepared by an oil-in-water emulsion solvent-evaporation method, and their morphological and physicochemical properties were characterized. MHY-SLNs showed a prolonged drug-release profile and higher skin permeation than that of MHY solution. In an in vivo evaluation of antimelanogenic activity, MHY-SLNs showed a prominent inhibitory effect against ultraviolet B-induced melanogenesis, resulting in no change in the skin color of C57BL/6 mouse, compared with that observed in an MHY solution-treated group and an untreated control group. The antimelanogenic effect of MHY-SLNs was further confirmed through Fontana–Masson staining. Importantly, MHY-SLNs did not induce any toxic effects in the L929 cell line. Overall, these data indicate that MHY-SLNs show promise in the topical treatment of hyperpigmentation.
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Introduction
Melanin is a determinant of skin color and produced by the melanogenesis pathway in melanocytes located in the basal layer of the epidermis. It plays an important role in protecting skin against ultraviolet (UV)-induced damage; however, melanin overproduction causes hyperpigmentation including freckles, melisma, and lentigines, which is the third most common dermatological disorder related to serious esthetic problems owing to its visible nature. Various causative factors, such as UV radiation, alpha-melanocyte-stimulating hormone (α-MSH), cyclic AMP-elevating agents (such as forskolin), and melanin-synthesizing enzymes (such as tyrosinase, tyrosinase-related protein 1, and dopachrome tautomerase), have been studied to regulate melanin production and skin accumulation. Among them, inhibition of tyrosinase has emerged as an effective strategy to treat hyperpigmentation because tyrosinase controls the rate-limiting steps of melanogenesis where tyrosine is converted to dopaquinone, which subsequently produces eumelanin and pheomelanin.
Conventional tyrosinase inhibitors such as kojic acid and hydroquinone have been used as skin-whitening agents in sunscreen and cosmetic formulations. Their clinical uses, however, have been limited because of poor in vivo efficacy, poor skin permeation, and/or low formulation stability. This has led to the development of new tyrosinase inhibitors. Recently, a novel tyrosinase inhibitor — (Z)-5-(2,4-dihydroxy benzylidene)thiazolidine-2,4-dione (MHY498) — was synthesized based on the fact that compounds containing imidazole and 2,4-dihydroxy phenyl moiety inhibit tyrosinase activity more potently than other derivatives. MHY498 (mean IC$_{50}$ [the half maximal inhibitory concentration] = 3.55 µM) is 6.4-fold more potent than kojic acid (mean IC$_{50}$ = 22.79 µM), a positive standard and the most intensively studied tyrosinase inhibitor. Moreover, MHY498 was not cytotoxic to B16F10 melanoma cells at concentrations of up to 32 µM, while it inhibited tyrosinase in a dose-dependent manner. Kojic acid was cytotoxic at the same concentration. Thus, MHY498 appears to be a promising tyrosinase inhibitor for treating hyperpigmentation.

Despite its potency, MHY498’s delivery through the skin is a major hurdle owing to the stratum corneum, which functions as a primary skin barrier. The low delivery efficiency would necessitate frequent administration or the use of permeation enhancers, which compromise patients’ compliance or may cause skin toxicity. Moreover, direct contact of tyrosinase inhibitors with the stratum corneum may cause skin carcinogenesis. Thus, a delivery system that ensures efficient penetration through the stratum corneum to melanocytes with safe MHY498 encapsulation (to avoid direct skin contact) is needed.

Solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) have long been used as a topical drug-delivery system because they eliminate the traditional disadvantages encountered during drug delivery through the skin. SLNs have unique features over other nanoparticle systems, which make SLNs a potential useful skin delivery system. Lipids used in SLNs are biocompatible and recognized as safe excipients that are devoid of acute and chronic dermal toxicity. Furthermore, lipids can have a beneficial interaction with the stratum corneum, which is composed of hexagonal corneocytes embedded in a lipid matrix of ceramide, free fatty acids, cholesterol, and triglycerides. When SLNs are applied to the skin, they form an occlusive film that prevents transepidermal water loss and hydrates the stratum corneum. Thus, corneocyte packing of the stratum corneum becomes loose, which facilitates drug penetration.

To date, a few studies have been reported regarding the formulation of lipid nanoparticles containing tyrosinase inhibitors. However, most were confined to in vitro characterizations, and no extensive in vivo evaluation of hyperpigmentation treatment has been performed. Our main focus in this study was to deliver MHY498 into the basal layer of the epidermis using SLNs as carriers to effectively inhibit melanogenesis. We encapsulated MHY498 in lipid nanoparticles based on Compritol 888 ATO. Formulated SLNs were characterized using different parameters, and their in vivo melanogenesis inhibition efficacies were evaluated in a C57BL/6 mouse model. The toxicity profile of MHY498-loaded SLNs (MHY-SLNs) was evaluated in L929 skin fibroblast cells.

**Materials and methods**

**Materials**

(Z)-5-(2,4-dihydroxy benzylidene)thiazolidine-2,4-dione (MHY498) was synthesized as previously reported. Glyceryl behenate (Compritol 888 ATO) was generously gifted by Gattefosse (Saint-Priest, France). Phospholipon 90 G (phosphatidylcholine 90%) was a gift from Lipoid GmbH (Ludwigshafen, Germany). Poloxamer 188 (Kolliphor P 188), phosphotungstic acid, tetrazolium dye 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium, trypsin, fetal bovine serum, and penicillin–streptomycin were purchased from HyClone (Logan, UT, USA). The Fontana–Masson Staining Kit was purchased from ScyTek (Logan, UT, USA). All other reagents and solvents were of the highest analytical grade commercially available.

**Preparation of MHY-SLNs**

MHY-SLNs were prepared by a modified oil-in-water emulsion solvent-evaporation method. Briefly, 10 mg MHY498, 150-mg Compritol 888 ATO, and 100 mg Phospholipon 90 G were dissolved in 10 mL of anhydrous ethanol and heated at 80°C, which constituted the organic phase. The organic phase was slowly injected into 0.5% w/v cold poloxamer solution. The mixture was stirred at 1,000 rpm for 4 h in a fume hood, and the solvent was evaporated. The resultant SLNs were harvested by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 1 h. The obtained pellet was reconstituted in water and stored as a suspension. To evaluate crystallinity, MHY-SLNs suspension was freeze-dried at −50°C for 24 h.

**Physicochemical characterization of MHY-SLNs by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)**

MHY-SLNs morphology was investigated by TEM (H-7600, Hitachi, Japan), using a negative-staining method. Briefly,
1 drop of diluted MHY-SLNs suspension was mounted on a 200-mesh formvar copper grid and dried at room temperature. Then, the sample was negatively stained with 1% (w/v) phosphotungstic acid and viewed by TEM.

Determination of particle size and analysis

Particle sizes and zeta potentials of MHY-SLNs were measured using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS system (Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK). Briefly, 5 µL of each SLN sample was diluted in 2 mL Milli-Q water, and particle sizes and zeta potentials were measured at 25°C.

Drug loading and encapsulation efficiency

The amount of MHY498 in SLNs was determined by UV spectrophotometry with some modifications. Briefly, 200 µL MHY-SLNs suspension was freeze-dried and dissolved in anhydrous ethanol. An ethanolic solution containing MHY498 was shaken overnight using a vortexer. Subsequently, the solution was centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was collected and analyzed by UV spectrophotometry at 376 nm. All experiments were performed in triplicate. From these measurements, the total amount of MHY498 in SLNs and weight of SLNs were calculated. Drug loading and the encapsulation efficiency (%) were calculated using the following equations:

Drug loading (%) = \( \frac{\text{MHY} - 498 \text{ in SLNs (mg)}}{\text{Total SLNs weight (mg)}} \times 100 \)  

Encapsulation efficiency (%) = \( \frac{\text{Amount of MHY} - 498 \text{ in SNSs (mg)}}{\text{Amount of MHY} - 498 \text{ initially added (mg)}} \times 100 \)

X-ray diffraction (XRD)

The physical status of MHY498 in SLNs was analyzed by XRD analysis using a Rigaku XRD (MiniFlex, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan). The X-ray tube was run at 40 kV and 40 mA. Scattering angles were transformed into short spacings using Bragg’s equation (nλ=2dsinθ). All powdered samples were scanned in the 2θ range of 5°C–40°C, and the scanning rate was 20°/min. Samples included MHY498 alone, bulk Compritol 888 ATO, and MHY-SLNs.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

DSC was performed using a DSC-8000 (Perkin-Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA). A heating rate of 10°C/min was applied in 20°C–220°C temperature range. Analysis was performed under a nitrogen purge of 20 mL/min. Approximately, 10 mg of sample was used for analysis. Samples included MHY498 alone, bulk Compritol 888 ATO, and MHY-SLNs. An empty aluminum sample pan was used as a reference.

In vitro release study

MHY498 in vitro release from SLNs was determined by the dialysis bag-diffusion technique. Dialysis bags with a molecular weight cutoff of 12,000–14,000 (Visking® dialysis tubing, Servia, Greece) were used. Release medium contained 150 mL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) with 1% Tween 80. Dialysis membranes were soaked overnight and filled with 3 mL of MHY-SLNs suspension. Dialysis membranes were sealed at both ends and placed into the release medium. Experiments were performed at 37°C, with a stirring speed of 50 rpm. Samples were withdrawn at 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24, and 48 h. At each sampling point, 1 mL of sample was withdrawn and replaced with fresh medium. The withdrawn sample was analyzed by UV spectrophotometry. The release from each formulation was measured in triplicate.

In vitro skin-permeation study

In vitro skin-permeation studies were performed using a 3-station Franz diffusion cell (PermeGear, Inc., Hellertown, PA, USA). Full-thickness dorsal skin from C57BL/6 mice (male, 7 weeks, 25 g) was used. Animal study protocols were approved by the Animal Care Committee of Pusan National University and were performed, following the guidelines for animal experiments issued by Pusan National University. Briefly, each mouse was euthanized using CO₂ gas. Subsequently, hair from the dorsal portion was carefully removed using an electric trimmer. Application of Veet® Hair Removal Cream (Reckit Benckiser, Inc., Slough, UK) for 5 min facilitated complete hair removal. The skin was collected, and subcutaneous fatty tissues were removed using blunt tweezers with simultaneous washing with PBS. The Franz diffusion cell was connected with a circulatory water jacket to maintain the temperature at 37°C. The receptor compartment was filled with 7 mL PBS (pH 7.4) and 1 mL ethanol. Ethanol was used as a solubilizer to ensure a sufficient sink condition. Mouse skin was mounted on the cell with the stratum corneum side facing outside. The diffusion area of the skin was 0.95 cm². The donor compartment was filled with a 300 µg equivalent of MHY-SLNs suspension and covered with paraffin to prevent evaporation. The receptor solution was stirred at constant rpm at predetermined time points (0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12, 24, and 48 h). Next, 2 mL of sample was withdrawn and replaced with the same volume of fresh solution. All samples were filtered through an aqueous press.
0.22 μm pore size cellulose membrane filter and analyzed by UV spectrophotometry. A similar procedure was performed for MHY solution containing 300 μg of MHY498 at a 2:1 ratio of ethanol:propylene glycol.

Skin-permeation parameters

The cumulative amount ($Q_{\text{MHY}}$) of MHY498 that permeated through mouse skin was plotted against time and determined using the following equation:

$$Q_{\text{MHY}} = \frac{V_r X C_t + \sum_{i=0}^{T-1} V_d X C_i}{A}$$

Here, $V_r$ and $V_d$ are the volume of the receptor and sample taken at each sampling time, respectively. $C_t$ indicates the MHY498 concentration of the receptor compartment at each sampling time. $C_i$ is the drug concentration of the $i^{th}$ sample. $A$ is the effective skin surface area (0.95 cm$^2$). MHY498 flux through the skin, $J$ ($\mu g/cm^2 \cdot h$), was calculated from the slope of a linear portion of a graph showing the cumulative amount of MHY498 permeating through mouse skin per unit surface area versus time.

In vivo evaluation of MHY-SLNs

To evaluate the depigmentation activity of MHY-SLNs, C57BL/6 mice were used as a model in animal experiments. Five-week-old male C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Samtako Bio (Osan, South Korea). Mice were housed under standard conditions with a 12 h/12 h light/dark cycle and fed standard food and drinking water. The animals were acclimatized for 7 days before initiating experiments. The dorsal side of mouse skin was used for the experiments. Mouse hair was removed using an electric trimmer and Veet Hair Removal Cream.

Mice were randomly divided into 4 groups of 6 animals per group: UV control, MHY solution, blank-SLNs, and MHY-SLNs. Each group was irradiated with UVB radiation at an intensity of 450 mJ/cm$^2$ using a crosslinker (BEX-800, Ultra-Lum, Claremont, CA, USA) to induce melanogenesis in the mouse dorsal skin. Each group was exposed to UVB radiation for 2 weeks on alternate days. A 2×2 cm$^2$ area was selected, and a 200 μg/mL equivalent of MHY-SLNs suspension or MHY solution alone was applied to the mouse skin for 14 days in the MHY-SLNs and MHY solution groups, respectively. The UV control group was untreated.

During treatment, skin brightness was measured using a CR-10 spectrophotometer (Konica Minolta Sensing, Sakai, Osaka, Japan), which describes colors using $L^*$, $a^*$, and $b^*$ values as described by the Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage color system. Mice were sacrificed after 14 days, and designated skin portions were collected for histological evaluation.

Histological evaluation

Skin biopsy specimens were fixed in 10% formaldehyde solution for 24 h and embedded in a paraffin block according to standard procedures. Sections (5 μm thick) were fixed to glass slides and stained with Fontana–Masson stain to observe melanocytes and melanin. Slides were examined by light microscopy, and images were digitally captured without further processing.

In vitro cytotoxicity study using L929 skin cytotoxicity cells

The mouse fibroblast cell line L929 obtained from the Korean Cell Line Bank (KCLB, Seoul, South Korea) were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 100 IU/mL penicillin G sodium, and 100 μg/mL streptomycin sulfate. The cells were grown at 37°C in an incubator supplied with 5% CO$_2$ and a humidified air atmosphere. Cells were seeded in 96-well plates at 5×10$^4$ cells per well and incubated for 24 h. The media were then replaced with fresh media containing MHY-SLNs suspension and MHY solution containing different MHY498 concentrations (50, 100, 200, and 400 μg/mL) and incubated for 24 h. A standard MTT solution in sterile PBS was added to each well and incubated for 2 h. Media containing test substances and MTT solution were then removed, and 150 μL of DMSO was added to each well. The absorbance measured at 540 nm was proportional to the concentration of viable cells in each well. Untreated cells were used as a control. The data were expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) of 4 replication (n=4). Cell viability was calculated using the following equation:

$$\text{Cell viability} (\%) = \frac{\text{Absorbance (treated)}}{\text{Absorbance (control)}} \times 100$$

Statistical analysis

The results are expressed as the mean values (±SD) of 3–6 experiments. All in vivo data analysis was performed using an unpaired Student’s $t$-test in GraphPad Prism 5.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). $P$-values of <0.05 were considered statistically significant.
**Results and discussion**

**MHY-SLNs preparation and characterization**

MHY-SLNs were prepared by a modified emulsion solvent-evaporation method. Organic MHY498, Compritol 888 ATO, and Phospholipon 90 G were used as the organic phase, and poloxamer 188 was used as the aqueous phase. When hot organic phase was injected into hot poloxamer 188 solution, the yield of SLNs was very low (~25%). We found that hot poloxamer 188 solubilized MHY498, which might have caused expulsion of MHY498 from the SLN matrix. To avoid MHY498 expulsion, the hot organic phase was injected into a cold poloxamer 188 solution and stirred at 4°C. This modification resulted in a facile formulation of MHY-SLNs with a high yield (88.5%) and sufficient drug (3.4%) loading. The physicochemical characterization of the MHY-SLNs is shown in Table 1.

Size is an important parameter for the occlusive properties of SLNs. In general, SLNs particle size <400 nm possess occlusive properties that promote skin penetration. From a size-distribution histogram (Figure 1A), it can be seen that the MHY-SLNs were fabricated with a particle size of <400 nm. The TEM image also confirmed the particle sizes of MHY-SLNs are shown in Figure 1B. The smaller particle sizes observed by TEM (as compared to dynamic light scattering calorimetry [DLS] measurements) can be explained by the fact that DLS measures the hydrodynamic diameter, whereas TEM measures the particle cores only. Zeta potentials provide information regarding the stability of aqueous colloidal dispersions. Particles with high zeta potential values (>30 mV) have a reduced tendency to aggregate. SLNs are negatively charged on the surface. MHY-SLNs showed a zeta potential value of ~29.8 mV, which confirmed that MHY498 loading into an SLNs matrix did not affect particle stability (Table 1).

XRD and DSC are widely used techniques for determining the physical status of SLNs matrices. XRD and DSC data help identify whether a drug is loaded into the particle matrix. XRD data for MHY498, bulk Compritol 888 ATO, and freeze-dried MHY-SLNs are represented in Figure 1C. Each sample has characteristic crystalline domains that can be identified through XRD by scanning over a wide range of incident angles. The XRD pattern of MHY498 showed several narrow peaks with a maximum peak intensity at 2θ=27.5°C, indicating its crystallinity. Compritol only showed 2 sharp peaks with a maximum at 2θ=21.18°C. In the MHY-SLNs diffractogram, 1 major peak was observed at 2θ=21.29°C, which appeared to overlap with the Compritol diffractogram. It was also noted that the MHY498-specific peaks disappeared in the diffractogram for MHY-SLNs, indicating an amorphous or molecularly dispersed state in the SLN matrix. The degree of crystallinity is related to peak intensity. Sharp peaks indicate a highly crystallized particle state, whereas narrow peaks are indicators of low crystallinity. In MHY-SLNs, the peak intensity was reduced when compared with Compritol, demonstrating a decreased crystallinity of MHY-SLNs. DSC measures the crystallinity of samples based on their corresponding melting enthalpies or melting points. Thermograms of MHY498, bulk Compritol 888 ATO, and freeze-dried MHY-SLNs are represented in Figure 1D. The thermogram of MHY-SLNs did not show a melting peak for crystalline MHY498 at 110°C, meaning that MHY498 adopted an amorphous state in the SLN matrix. In this study, MHY498 and Compritol were dissolved in anhydrous ethanol. Therefore, MHY498 was dispersed in the lipid homogenously. This result is consistent with that of a previous report showing podophyllotoxin in SLNs in an amorphous state. The melting point of Compritol (79°C) was slightly reduced in MHY-SLNs (76°C), suggesting that the β form of SLNs was adopted. This melting point depression might be due to the small particle size (nanometer range), high surface area, and presence of surfactant.

**In vitro release study**

Simulation-based in vitro release experiments were performed to determine drug-release behavior from the particle matrix. The release pattern observed following in vitro release helps in determining the dose and treatment period in real in vivo settings. As represented in Figure 2, MHY-SLNs showed a biphasic release pattern. Nearly, 70% of MHY498 was released from SLNs matrix within first 6 h, which fits the Higuchi kinetic model (R²=0.996). This initial fast release of MHY498 might play a key role in enhancing skin penetration, as it increases the concentration gradient to provide higher drug diffusion through the skin. The remainder of

---

**Table 1 Physicochemical characterization of MHY-SLNs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Yield (%)</th>
<th>DL (wt %)</th>
<th>EE (%)</th>
<th>Size (nm)</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MHY-SLNs</td>
<td>88.5±1.7</td>
<td>3.4±0.4</td>
<td>77.6±4.7</td>
<td>207±39</td>
<td>−29.8±1.2</td>
<td>0.269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Values are presented as the mean ± SD (n=3).*

*Abbreviations: DL, drug loading; EE, encapsulation efficiency; MHY-SLNs, MHY498-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; PDI, polydispersity index; SD, standard deviation.*
the MHY498 (>90%) was released over 48 h, confirming the prolonged-release characteristics of MHY-SLNs. The amorphous form of the drug allows slow diffusion leading to prolonged release from SLN matrixes. The XRD and DSC data of MHY-SLNs demonstrated the amorphous state of MHY498 in SLN matrixes (Figure 1). This biphasic release pattern could be important in skin delivery. The initial fast release can facilitate MHY498 skin permeation by providing a sufficient concentration gradient, whereas the sustained release maintains the local concentration, leading to a prolonged antimelanogenesis effect of MHY498.

**In vitro skin-permeation study**

The skin permeability of MHY-SLNs was evaluated and compared with that of the MHY solution. MHY498 is a poor water-soluble drug. It is poorly soluble in common organic solvents, such as dichloromethane, chloroform, and acetone. Solubility of MHY498 is only prominent in low-molecular weight alcohol, such as methanol, ethanol, propylene glycol, and DMSO. Among them, ethanol and propylene glycol are widely used as emollients, solvents, and penetration enhancers in various topical dosage forms.

A 2:1 ratio of ethanol:propylene glycol was used as a solvent for MHY solution. DMSO was excluded from the study considering its smell that may hamper the aesthetic appeal of
cosmetics or topical dosage form. Figure 3 demonstrates the skin-penetration pattern of MHY solution and MHY-SLNs. MHY-SLNs showed higher skin permeation than did the MHY solution. In the case of MHY solution, it took 4 h to initiate skin permeation. A lag time is a common phenomenon in skin-permeation studies. A similar lag time for ethanol and propylene glycol was previously reported.44 This might be due to the fact that using propylene glycol can cause skin tortuosity by dehydrating the stratum corneum, resulting in a sufficiently increased diffusional length to enable passage through the skin.45 However, MHY498 skin permeation from the SLN matrix began only after 30 min, which led to higher overall permeation than observed with the MHY solution after 48 h. Flux is another parameter used to evaluate skin permeability by measuring the amount of material crossing the skin per unit area per unit time. The flux at different time intervals (12, 24, and 48 h) was determined, and the results demonstrated that MHY-SLNs showed a 2-fold higher flux than did the MHY solution, in that 2 times more MHY498 from MHY-SLNs permeated through the skin than did MHY from MHY solution (Table 2). The high skin permeability of MHY-SLNs may result from the film-formation ability of SLNs, which is absent in solution formulations. Film formation causes skin hydration by preventing transepidermal water loss. The tightly arranged stratum corneum becomes swollen, corneocyte packing becomes loose, and MHY498 effectively permeates the skin through an intracellular route (Figure 4).

In vivo evaluation of MHY-SLNs

The in vivo efficacy of MHY-SLNs was evaluated based on qualitative and quantitative brightness comparisons. C57BL/6 mouse dorsal skin was irradiated with UVB radiation. UVB radiation can penetrate the epidermal layer of the skin. UVB radiation (290–320 nm) increased MSH receptor activity on cutaneous melanocytes, which caused UVB-induced melanogenesis.46,47 Thus, melanocyte production increased and accumulated in the basal epidermal layer. Such melanocytes were responsible for skin darkening and pigmentation.46,49 Figure 5A and B represents the qualitative and quantitative skin-brightness comparisons, respectively, among the different groups tested. The $L$ value is an indicator of skin brightness, where $L$ values of 64–68 denote bright skin and $L$ values of 40–45 denote dark skin. Before initiating UV radiation and treatment, the skin tissues were relatively bright with $L$ values of 65±2. In the untreated group (UV control), UV radiation administered on alternate days over a 14-day period made the skin dark, and $L$ value drops down to 40 (Figure 5B). In the MHY solution group, a gradual decrease of skin brightness was observed, but the skin remained brighter than the untreated group. In contrast, skin brightness was nearly unchanged after 14 days in the MHY-SLNs group. As mentioned above, MHY498 from an SLN matrix permeates the skin easily due to its occlusive property and enters into melanocytes in the epidermis. MHY498 prevents melanogenesis in melanocytes by inhibiting the rate-limiting enzyme tyrosinase. Therefore, melanin overproduction is controlled and helps maintain normal skin brightness. In blank-SLNs group, skin brightness dropped down to below 45 over 14 days of UVB radiation, supporting the fact that blank-SLNs do not have a role in preventing melanogenesis. Ethanol and propylene glycol also have the ability to penetrate the skin.50 They can promote MHY498 permeation from MHY solution, but cannot prevent melanogenesis effectively. The above results were confirmed by histological evaluation. In response to UV radiation, the skin produces melanin from melanocytes to neutralize the effects of radiation. Fontana–Masson staining is a common histological technique used to stain melanin black and enable melanin detection in the epidermis.51 As illustrated in Figure 6, the melanin quantity was highest (indicated by arrow) in UV control group,

### Table 2 Flux determination of MHY-SLNs and MHY solution at different time intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Flux (J) ($\mu$g/cm²·h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHY-SLNs</td>
<td>5.7±1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHY solution</td>
<td>1.7±0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Values are presented as the mean ± SD (n=3).

**Abbreviations:** MHY-SLNs, MHY498-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 3 In vitro skin permeation of MHY solution and MHY-SLNs.
**Notes:** In vitro skin permeability was evaluated using C57BL/6 mouse dorsal skin. Results are presented as the mean ± SD (n=3).
**Abbreviations:** MHY-SLNs, MHY498-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 5A and B represents the qualitative and quantitative brightness comparisons, respectively, among the different groups tested.
Figure 4 Proposed permeation mechanism of MHY498 from MHY-SLNs matrix through loose corneocyte packing of stratum corneum after skin application. 
Abbreviations: MHY-SLNs, MHY498-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; UVB, ultraviolet B.

Figure 5 In vivo evaluation of MHY-SLNs.
Notes: (A) Qualitative skin-brightness comparison based on daily changes in skin brightness observed with the UV control, MHY solution, and MHY-SLNs groups. (B) Quantitative skin-brightness comparison based on reflective colorimetric measurements of skin darkening with the UV control, MHY solution, and MHY-SLNs groups. The values are presented as the mean ± SD (n=6). ***P<0.001 for MHY-SLNs and MHY solution group, and **P<0.01 for Blank-SLNs group when compared with the UV control group.
Abbreviations: MHY-SLNs, MHY498-loaded solid lipid nanoparticles; SD, standard deviation; UV control, ultraviolet control.
providing evidence of UV radiation-induced melanogenesis. In the MHY solution group, significantly greater melanin production was observed, which was indicative of ineffective melanogenesis inhibition. However, in the MHY-SLNs group, almost no melanin was found in the epidermis, which demonstrated that MHY-SLNs inhibit UVB-induced melanogenesis in an effective manner.

In vitro cytotoxicity study

The skin toxicity of topical medications is becoming a great concern. The overall performance of any formulation is also related to its toxicity profile. Therefore, MHY-SLNs cytotoxicity was evaluated using the L929 mouse fibroblast cell line and compared with that of the MHY solution. The L929 cell line is commonly used in different experimental settings, such as when studying material biocompatibility and drug cytotoxicity. As shown in Figure 7, MHY-SLNs showed no significant cytotoxicity (cell viability >90%) at concentrations of up to 400 µg MHY498/mL, whereas only 200 µg MHY498/mL was used for in vivo studies.

Lipids used in SLN formulation are considered nontoxic and biocompatible. Potential toxicity concerns should be considered due to the presence of stabilizers (surfactants and cosurfactants). Poloxamer 188 and Phospholipon 90 G (used in the formulation) are nonionic compounds, which are considered the least problematic. In the case of MHY solution, the cell viability was <80%, which indicated its more toxic nature. Comparing MHY solution with a blank solution indicated that toxicity might have been imparted from the solution used. It has been reported that ethanol and propylene glycol can change the lipid structures of the skin and damage the skin barrier, which might pose toxicity. Moreover, the solvent concentration used was the minimum concentration required to dissolve MHY498.

Conclusion

MHY498 was successfully incorporated in SLNs with sufficient drug loading and encapsulation efficiency. MHY-SLNs were fabricated at the nanometer range and possessed occlusive properties that enhanced the skin permeation of MHY498. The results of in vitro release and in vitro skin-permeation studies revealed a prolonged release and skin permeation of MHY498 from SLN matrixes. In vivo evaluation in a C57BL/6 mouse model demonstrated that MHY-SLNs effectively prevented UVB-induced melanogenesis. MHY-SLNs were nontoxic at the minimum effective concentration. Thus, MHY-SLNs may be effective in treating hyperpigmentation.
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